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Abstract- Introduction: The main goal of root canal treatment is to prevent or heal formation of apical periodontitis. Complexity of root canal anatomy presents clinical challenges related to treatment outcome. The aim of this study was to investigate the morphology of the root canal system of mandibular 2nd premolar in north Indian subpopulation using periapical radiographs and CT Dentascan. No such study on Indian subpopulation is present till date. Methods: A total of 310 mandibular second premolar teeth were examined with the help of periapical radiographs and CT Dentascan in 158 patients, aged between 15 to 60. Number of roots and root canals were evaluated. Results: Among the teeth examined 6.4% (n=20) had more than one root. Regarding canal morphology, 3.8% (n=12) of the teeth had two canals, whereas 1.9 % (n= 6) had three canals and 1% had more than 3 canals. Conclusion: Most of the mandibular 2nd premolar had 1 root and 1 root canal. Less than 1 of 10 mandibular 2nd premolar had complex root canal system(2 or more canals).This study provides supplemental information about root canals of mandibular 2nd premolar in north Indian subpopulation.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The main objectives of endodontic therapy are proper cleaning and shaping of all pulp spaces and complete obturation of these spaces with an inert filling material. Slowey (1) stated that the root canal anatomy of each tooth has certain commonly occurring characteristics as well as numerous atypical ones that can be roadmaps to successful endodontics. So the clinician must have an understanding of the complexity of the root canal system and its possible variations in order to achieve a successful outcome.

As a group, the mandibular premolars are among the most difficult teeth to treat endodontically. A possible explanation for this difficulty may be the extreme variations in root canal morphology that occur in these teeth. Furthermore, the incidence, location, and morphology of root canal systems may vary in different ethnic or regional populations. The mandibular second premolar is typically described in textbooks as a single rooted tooth with a single root canal system (2, 3). But, there are numerous case reports and anatomic studies that have reported variations in this tooth (5-10).

Traditional radiograph is limited in its ability to give reliable information on the number and morphology of root canals (12). The application of further analytic diagnostic tools such as dental CT for the assessment of unusual root canal morphology has been highlighted, aiding the correct endodontic management of complicated and challenging cases (13). There are no published reports on the root canal anatomy of mandibular 2nd premolars in Indian population. Therefore, the purpose of this study was to evaluate root and canal morphology in mandibular second premolars in north Indian subpopulation.

II. MATERIAL AND METHODS

Case selection:

Patients having fully erupted permanent mandibular second premolars with completely developed apices lacking root canal fillings and coronal restorations were selected. Most of these patients required pre-operative CT Dentascan assessment for implant placement, orthodontic treatment and other treatment needs. A total of 310 mandibular second premolar form 158 patients were evaluated. Informed consent was obtained from the patient.

Image acquisition:

A minimum of two radiographs were taken for each tooth-first was taken at an angle of 90 degrees in the horizontal plane and second was taken at 30 – 40 degrees mesial to the horizontal plane as suggested by Martinez-Lozano et al.(13).CT Dentascan images were obtained for all the patients. Two independent Endodontists assessed the number of roots and canals, the position where canal bifurcation occurred and the canal configuration to reach consensus on the interpretation of radiographic findings. The types of canal configuration was categorised based on Vertucci’s classification (14).

III. RESULTS

Among the 310 mandibular second premolars studied, 19 teeth exhibited 2 roots and 1 tooth had 3 roots. No significant difference was found between the number of root / root canals and tooth position.

Number of roots:

The majority of the teeth 93.5% had a single root. Two roots were found in 6.1% of the cases whereas three-rooted (0.3%) teeth were extremely rare. Two rooted premolar were bilaterally present in 5 patients. Results were tabulated (table 1) along with major anatomical studies on mandibular second premolar.
Number of canals:

Of all the teeth studied, single canal was present in 93.2% of the cases. Two separate canals were present in 3.8% of cases whereas three canals were found in 1.9% of the cases. CT images confirmed the presence of 4 canals in 0.6%.
IV. DISCUSSION

Anatomical studies render invaluable knowledge about the normal and unusual canal morphology. Various techniques have been used in studies evaluating canal morphology. The aim of this study was to investigate the morphology of the root canal system of mandibular 2nd premolar in north Indian subpopulation using periapical radiographs and CT Dentascan. Compared to other technique, Dentascan and periapical radiographs are non-invasive method and can be used directly to evaluate living samples. Matherne et al (15) suggested that computed tomography imaging has been successfully used in endodontics for better understanding of the root canal anatomy. Yoshioka et al (16) have indicated that sudden narrowing of the canal system on a periapical radiograph suggests canal system multiplicity. However, it has its inherent limitation to assess the root canal system completely.

Our study shows that the incidence of more than one root in mandibular 2nd premolar is about 6.4% which is very much higher than the previous anatomical studies (7-11). Only one study by Serman and Hasselgren (17) got results similar to the present study. With respect to the number of canals, the findings were quite similar to the findings of Hasheminia and Hashemi (18). One of the possible reasons could be the different ethnic population (19) in our study and secondly 2 rooted mandibular 2nd premolar may occur bilaterally. In our study, almost 5 patients had two rooted mandibular 2nd premolar bilaterally. In addition, mandibular 2nd premolar with 3 or more root canals were reported occasionally and their incidence in this study was also minor (19).

Matherne et al (20) reported the superiority of computed tomography over other diagnostic methods in locating the root canal. With respect to the number of canals, the findings were quite similar to the findings of Hasheminia and Hashemi (18). One of the possible reasons could be the different ethnic population (19) in our study and secondly 2 rooted mandibular 2nd premolar may occur bilaterally. In our study, almost 5 patients had two rooted mandibular 2nd premolar bilaterally. In addition, mandibular 2nd premolar with 3 or more root canals were reported occasionally and their incidence in this study was also minor (19).

The use of 3-dimensional imaging methods in future large anatomic studies would be of value in assessing the occurrence and the frequency of anomalous canal morphology.

V. CONCLUSION

The present in vivo study has revealed that the mandibular 2nd premolar can have an extremely complex root and root canal morphology.

(i) Most of the mandibular 2nd premolars have a single root i.e. 93.5% and 6.4% had more than one root, which is much higher in north Indian subpopulation than other ethnic group studies.

(ii) In 5 patients, two rooted mandibular 2nd premolar is bilaterally present, increasing the overall percentage.

(iii) The incidence of single canal in mandibular second premolars is 93.2%, two canals is 3.8%, 3 canals is 1.9%, 4 canals is 0.6%.

(iv) While doing root canal therapy of mandibular 2nd premolar, one should be cautious and find extra canals, which otherwise may lead to higher failure rate.

(v) The use of 3-dimensional imaging methods in future large anatomic studies would be of value in assessing the occurrence and the frequency of anomalous canal morphology.
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